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Saviours’ Helper Productions of Artistic Operations
“100 Sermons- The Remix” Music Video & Mp3
All MGT & FOI Rappers United!
Houston, TX— 6/25/2021 — Saviours’ Helper Productions of Artistic Operations is set
to release a musical extravaganza in the form of a music video. The song’s title is “100 Sermons:
The Remix. It features riveting commentary by the Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan. And its
cast of talent consists of 10 members of the Nation of Islam who have some of the highest levels
lyrical prowess ever before witnessed in the history of Hip Hop. The international list of talent
includes rappers from the United States and as far as the Ivory Coast of West Africa. The music
video was directed and produced by Fard Abdul Saleem Muhammad (“Muhammad”) who serves
as the executive producer of the project and also performs his own 8 bars in the song. The
international listing of rappers continues to include: Hecava Mecca, Apacolips, Franck Toh,
Malika Rarkia, DSCPLE, The Angel Jibreel of Lost Sheep Productions, X Rap Brown, Hyram
Abiff and Rukoo. Its beat was produced by Allrounda Productions. After posting the original
version on February 26, 2021 on YouTube entitled “100 Sermons”, this Roc Nation member
posted this comment under the video:
“As-Salaam Alaikum (peace be unto you). Ya’ll accidently left me off the list,” said Jay
Electronica, of Roc Nation records and The Dogon Society.

Subscribers Reactions
On Feb 26, 2021 a demo like version of the song was released to the general public which
served as a perfect market tester. This resulted in pouring of support from the 65,000 plus
subscriber base of the Saviours’ Helper Channel on YouTube. This became the premise to create
the now “REMIX” which is soon to be released on July 4th. Here’s what some subscribers said.
"Absolutely DOPE! Congratulations on bringing the family together for something
MAGNIFICENT!”- DJ Rockwell of the DJ Rockwell Show
“Dis Is Fiiiiyah!” - Mantronix19

“The 100 Sermons-The Remix” music video and mp3 Availability
“The 100 Sermons-The Remix” music video and mp3 will be available starting on July
4th 2021. Consumers will be pleased to know that both will be available for viewing, and
listening on the Saviours’ Helper Channel on YouTube which will be embedded on the Saviours’
Helper website. The Mp3 will be available for download on all major music platforms such as
iTunes and Apple Music. For easy access visit the Saviours’ Helper website on July 4th; listed
below.
For more information, press only:
Jerry Muhammad
Phone: 832 -659-0099
Email: info@saviourshelper.com
For more information on “The 100 Sermons-The Remix” music video and mp3:
Website: http://www.saviourshelper.com
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